Today, more and more companies are providing web-based product configuration systems in order to better meet individual customer preferences. In many cases, pre-defined product specifications are additionally offered to facilitate the corresponding choice decisions. Against this background, we present a Poisson regression approach for analyzing customer preferences and a genetic algorithm for determining preferencebased default products. The basis for this is transaction data, as they are automatically generated when configuring a product online. The potentials of the suggested methodology are demonstrated by means of two case studies referring to different product categories.
Introduction
The diversity of products offered to meet customer needs has rapidly increased in recent years. Even simple devices with few basic functions, such as mobile music players or phones, nowadays provide a multitude of additional functions like USB interface, games, Bluetooth, etc. This development is accelerated by several factors, particularly the increasing globalization of competition, the availability of new technologies, and more demanding customers [28] . In addition, the Internet allows consumers an easy access to a wide range of information on product varieties, prices, conditions of supply, etc., which facilitates comprehensive overviews of alternative purchase options [37] . The Internet not only offers the opportunity to seek information but also provides product recommendations, which significantly improve the possibilities of identifying those products that adequately satisfy consumers' individual needs. At the same time, many industries are using one-to-one marketing techniques to better keep pace with the growing market dynamics and the increasing differentiation of individual preferences [40] .
Nevertheless, the more products a manufacturer or retailer offers, the harder it is for the consumers to identify those which best meet their individual preferences. Studies have shown that consumers can even become overwhelmed if too many choices are offered and/or if those choices are poorly organized [17] . Particularly two options for supporting customers' purchase decisions are worth a closer examination in online business, namely the provision of passive search tools and that of active search tools [4] . Passive search tools, such as most recommender systems, use the consumers' revealed preferences from past purchases to suggest products that might be interesting in the current decision context. Active search tools, such as product configuration systems, allow customers to successively specify the products that presumptively best meet their individual preferences. The focus of this paper is on the latter.
According to [37] , interactive environments like the World Wide Web are predestined for product and service customization. The net payoff of interactivity to consumers is usually assumed to be positive. Existing web-based configuration systems enable the individual customization of package tours (see, e.g., Site 1), laptops (see, e.g., Site 2), and even bags (see, e.g., Site 3) or sports shoes (see, e.g., Site 4). Car manufacturers, for instance, mostly offer large numbers of vehicle colors, equipment components, financing options, etc. However, retailers who are going to implement a high-variety strategy need to ensure that the customers are not confused by the complexity inherent in a wide range of options [16] .
Recommendations provided by retailers or manufacturers are a confirmed means to concretize unclear customer preferences in the purchase decision process. Senecal and Nantel [35] p. 159, for example, showed by experimental research that consumers "who consulted product recommendations selected recommended products twice as often as subjects who did not consult recommendations". If the customer does not explicitly specify otherwise, he or she often automatically receives the "default option" [3] . According to [29] , a "default" can be defined as an initial product design from which a customer can perform additional customization to account for his or her individual preferences. If defaults that are offered match existing consumer preferences, the above-mentioned complexity significantly decreases [7] . So, why do defaults matter in online product customization? First, they provide an implicit endorsement [22] . Second, they serve as an anchor point for choice decisions [20] . Finally, and importantly, a default may even enable an increase of turnover if its choice involves the implicit acceptance of a high-value product feature instead of its lowvalue counterpart (e.g., selection of a leather-trimmed steering wheel instead of a standard steering wheel in the case of the interior features of a car). In the latter case, the defaults should be defined in such a way that not only the consumer preferences are taken into account, but also the contribution margin of individual product features. Thus, optimal default products integrate consumer preferences and managerial objectives, which suggest a two-step procedure:
1. Measuring consumer preferences and definition of one or more initial defaults 2. Adapting preference-based defaults to given profit maximization goals Both aspects will be addressed in the following. Therefore, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews alternative approaches for preference measurement using consumer surveys or web-based transaction data. In Section 3, a Poisson regression model is introduced which enables the measuring of consumer preferences in highly differentiated markets. Furthermore, a heuristic optimization approach based on a genetic algorithm is used to adapt preference-based initial default product candidates to external managerial and technical constraints. Section 4 presents two case studies focusing on areas where online configuration has gained special importance. By this means, we demonstrate the basic functionality of the suggested methodology. The paper concludes with a short discussion in Section 5 and a summary with an outlook on future research in Section 6.
Preference Measurement Using Purchase Data
Adequate specifications of customer-oriented defaults require reliable knowledge about the existing consumer preferences and behavior. This raises the question as to how this knowledge can be provided. A variety of preference measurement techniques have been developed in the last three decades. These methods can be subdivided with respect to the data used for measuring consumer preferences: Survey-based approaches and purchase-based approaches.
In general, survey-based approaches rely on interviewing respondents. Besides self-explicated approaches, which are based on the direct surveying of preferences for individual product characteristics, conjoint analysis has become the most widespread class of methods to measure consumer preferences in questionnaires [32] . Conjoint analysis decomposes holistic product evaluations or choices in metric part-worth utilities for the different attributes that make up the considered product [12] - [13] . In recent years, particularly choice-based conjoint analysis has established itself as an important preference measurement tool in marketing research and practice [33] . In addition, hybrid approaches, which combine self-explicated and conjoint approaches, are often used to measure preferences when a great number of product attributes have to be taken into account [23] , [26] . Moreover, multi-criteria decision support methods have been adapted to measure preferences in consumer surveys. Particularly, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been successfully applied to measure consumer preferences for complex products [23] , [34] .
While survey-based preference measurement approaches have some undisputed advantages-especially when really new product ideas have to be assessed-there are some well-recognized drawbacks: Surveys usually require the cooperative participation of the respondents/consumers to identify relevant information about their predispositions or consumer behavior. However, return rates of interviews have been declining in the last three decades [6] . This effect can lead to devastating consequences for the quality of the obtained preference estimates. For example, Simonson [36] , p. 36 states: "Specifically, customers who believe that they have strong, well-defined, and informed preferences are likely to place greater value on their participation in the process than are customers who are less sure that they know what they want." Accordingly, in recent decades, the budget for empirical surveys has further increased to compensate for this effect [5] . Currently, best practices demand that researchers should try to maximize response rates to decrease the risk of nonresponse errors to a minimum. Unfortunately, recent literature on this topic shows that the elimination of nonresponse errors, e.g., by means of repeatedly inviting the respondents, often results in an increase of measurement errors [25] . One possible reason for this may lie in the lower interest of these laggard subjects to participate, which may affect the quality of their answers.
Using real purchases to measure consumer preferences provides a valuable alternative to using hypothetical questioning in consumer surveys. Today, the analysis of consumer behavior is facilitated by the fact that more and more purchases are made on the Internet. The respective transaction data can be used to analyze preferences almost cost-free. An early approach for mining customer preferences using web log data was suggested by [15] . However, this type of approach basically differs from the following one in that it does not explicitly measure preferences but primarily anticipates individual preferences by considering similarities of purchasing patterns.
As already indicated in Section 1, online configuration systems are promising sources for providing such data. Rusmevichientong et al. [31] , p. 45, for instance, note that the web-based GM Auto Choice Advisor provides "access to large quantities of data that reflect consumer preferences", whereas [9] point out that to identify and extract actionable information is still a bottleneck in the analysis of these data.
In their renowned paper, [11] applied a discrete choice model to POS scanner data in a conjoint-like manner in order to estimate consumer preferences for distinctive product features. Their approach provides parameter estimates that can be interpreted similarly to the part-worth utilities known from survey-based conjoint analysis [12] , [33] .
Therefore, at a first glance, discrete choice models seem to be promising vehicles to extract consumer preferences from online purchase decisions. However, these models assume that consumers choose between a predefined set of different products, which implies that the individual consideration sets are known and sufficiently small. Swait and Ben-Akiva were probably the first to examine the impacts of a misspecification of the consideration set in discrete choice analysis [39] . Therefore, various two-stage approaches have been proposed that aim to identify the consumer's consideration set before applying a discrete choice model (see, e.g., [2] , [38] ). These two-stage approaches have been proven successful in capturing non-compensatory behavior in decision problems including small numbers of alternatives, but they suffer from the combinatorial complexity arising from the latent nature of the consideration set formation process [2] . This hampers the application of these models to purchase situations where hundreds, or even thousands, of different product alternatives are available.
In the case of traditional conjoint analysis, [18] addressed the substantial error that emerges when the consideration set of a consumer is not identical with the set of products available. Since many product configuration systems explicitly enable the definition and purchase of a large number of different alternatives within one product category, the validity of conjoint analysis and discrete choice models can be assumed to be rather poor when analyzing such online markets. The method outlined in Section 3 explicitly tries to account for the existence of large numbers of different product alternatives by using a Poisson regression approach. The Poisson distribution is typically used to model the occurrence of rare events within a given time period. In the present context, the "rareness" of a particular alternative is a direct (and in principle even intended) effect of applying an online product configurator. Using such a system for determining the optimal, or at least a satisfactory product, implicates a different decision logic as it underlies the choice between a given set of alternatives [19] , [30] . Individually specifying a product by means of a configuration system structurally equals a sequential decision process where one attribute is updated after the other.
Methodology
The method presented in this paper consists of two parts: First, a Poisson regression model is applied to measure consumer preferences based on purchase data collected in online log-files. Based on the measured preferences, a genetic algorithm is used in the second step to identify an optimal assortment of default products with respect to a given criterion. Here, without loss of generality, the (overall) profit and the dissimilarity of a default product assortment are selected as target variables, because these criteria are typically considered as highly important performance figures by most vendors. The two parts of our approach are presented in detail in the following.
Preference Measurement by Means of a Poisson Regression Model
The following model is based on three main assumptions:
(1) A product can be described by a fixed number of attributes and is therefore represented by a specific combination of attribute levels ("features").
(2) The purchase of a certain product substantiates the basic acceptance of the respective combination of attribute levels.
(3) The considered product category features a great variety of individual products.
Assumption (1) directly refers to the generally accepted understanding of how a product can be represented in conjoint analysis. Due to the fact that consumers normally have multiple options for satisfying their individual needs, it seems justified to assume the relation given by (2) . Assumption (3) refers to the motivations given in connection with the increasing popularity of web-based product configuration systems in Section 1.
be the subscript used to identify different products, i.e., combinations of attribute levels, and 1, , l L = … the subscript for product attributes. Accordingly, K equals the number of different product profiles considered in a data set, each one chosen at least once. Then, with 1, ,
denoting the respective levels of attribute l , the consumers' online purchases can be coded as follows: (1) 1, if attribute level of attribute is chosen with product 0, otherwise
If the frequency of purchasing a particular product is interpreted as the result of a counting process, with Y being the corresponding random variable, the Poisson probability of observing {0,1, 2, } y ∈ … purchases within a given period is
where λ equals the mean purchase rate in the product category of interest.
2.5 λ = , e.g., indicates that the product is purchased 2.5 times on average.
Assuming that purchase rate λ directly corresponds to the product specifications, and by referring to a similar approach by [10] for designing commercial websites, we suggest the following reparameterization:
) represents the strength and direction of the relationship between attribute level l m and purchase rate λ . The intercept parameter 0 β marks the corresponding baseline for the category as such. By using an exponential function, the non-negativity of λ is guaranteed. To simplify the notation, let
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In order to estimate the unknown parameters of the above Poisson regression model, the Maximum-Likelihood method can be used. The respective log-likelihood function reads: 
Constrained Optimization of Default Product Assortments
Despite the increasing popularity of product configuration systems, it cannot be taken for granted that all consumers actually prefer to customize their individual products in a "have it your way" approach [21] . Depending on the considered product category, the configuration task can become quite tedious and time-consuming. Large diversities of options (i.e., attributes and attribute levels in the present context) can even discourage the customer in the case of limited experience in customizing products or may end up with an unfavorable confusion of the customer [14] , [16] .
In order to reduce the complexity of the customization process, retailers or manufacturers may additionally offer small numbers of predefined products (defaults) which presumptively satisfy different customer preferences. In doing so, they can prevent possible aversion to the use of configuration systems. Default products may also provide a substantial surplus for those customers who are willing to use a configuration system if they are provided as a starting point for the subsequent customization process.
Before discussing details of the optimization process, we will introduce some notation: p , with 1, ,
the subscript for identifying different default products,
is a binary vector which represents an observed product profile k , and
is the set of product profiles being considered in empirical response analysis. The number of default products is assumed to be specified a priori by the marketing management. Furthermore, let be the estimated response of the market to default product p . With this in mind, the determination of an "optimal" set of default products or profiles
can be realized by referring to the following aspects:
Profit maximization: The set of default products ( ) P X should positively contribute to the overall profit of the retailer/manufacturer. Therefore, we maximize the following profit function for the set of defaults by systematically varying the attribute levels, i.e., the values of p x :
where Price( ) 
Diversity:
Ideally, the default products should represent the whole range of possible product alternatives. This would increase the probability of the consumer finding an adequate default product and reduce the complexity of the choice process [9] . In the long run, the provision of an adequately diversified set of default products may prevent the retailer/manufacturer from being too susceptible to unexpected changes in consumer purchase behavior.
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The diversity requirement can be included in the optimization process by means of a similarity concept. According to the popular Tanimoto coefficient, the similarity between two default products 
( )
In order to come up with an adequate relation between profit maximization and the degree of diversity of the default products, the following convex combination of both objectives is maximized:
α ∈ to be specified exogenously by, for example, the marketing manager. Setting 1 α = leads to pure profit maximization while 0 α = results in the most diversified ("dissimilar") range of default products.
Constraints:
In practice, certain combinations of attribute levels might be prohibited or unwanted for technical, economic or legal reasons. In this case, profit maximization typically involves a more or less large number of constraints. Basically, at least three main types of constraints can be distinguished in the present context, namely technological restrictions, managerial requirements, and methodological conditions. Technological restrictions can result from the non-compatibility of certain attribute levels or features. For example, it is hardly advisable to combine a high-end video card with a low-end processor when configuring a gaming laptop. A related type of technological restriction concerns the non-admissibility of certain attribute levels. Furthermore, with regard to the completeness of the offered product range, the availability of a certain feature through at least one default might be required. In the laptop category, for example, it might be opportune to offer at least one default product that includes a digital TV tuner for those consumers who want to use their laptop as a television receiver as well. Finally, from a methodological point of view, one has to ensure that in each product profile p x each attribute occurs with only one level. For instance, a laptop has either a 40 GB, an 80 GB, or a 120 GB hard drive. Accordingly, a typical set of constraints can look like this:
x x X (uniqueness of the elements of Depending on the considered product category and the market to be served, a great variety of constraints can be specified. Because of the conceptual character of this paper, we renounce a further discussion of this point.
After having specified both the objective function (Equation 9) and the set of constraints (according to the general examples given by Equations 10-13), the question arises how to solve the resulting constrained optimization problem. Due to the fact that the number of attributes and attribute levels, as well as the number of constraints, can easily become very large in real product configuration contexts, an efficient methodology is required.
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Solving the Optimization Problem with a Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) are powerful tools for solving non-linear optimization problems and are based on evolutionary concepts such as inheritance, mutation, and selection [24] . A common approach to deal with constraints within the GA framework is to use penalty functions that penalize infeasible solutions by reducing the value of the objective function (Equation 9) in proportion to the degree of constraint violation [42] . A simple and popular method is the so-called "death penalty" approach. Here, any infeasible solutions occurring during the optimization process are rejected without exception.
The basic idea of GA is to model the relevant search space by a set of individuals, each representing a possible solution to the given optimization problem. In the present context, an individual equals a set of default products Subsequent populations are called generations. A simple way of generating S individuals that can be used as an initial population for the GA is to randomly select S P ⋅ existing product profiles from the data set underlying the whole optimization (i.e., from X ). In doing so, the basic admissibility of the starting solution is guaranteed.
In the present study, we applied an elitist GA, where the n (with n S ≤ ) best individuals (the "elite") of the current generation (the parents) are adopted for the next generation (the children) as they are. The corresponding reproduction probabilities are dynamically computed during the optimization process. Accordingly, the GA for the present optimization problem works as follows:
1. Randomly select S individuals (sets of defaults) defining the starting population 0 Y (i.e., evolution starts with S parents) and initialize iteration counter 1 t = . ).
Do until t T >

Create
Empirical Applications
In order to demonstrate the basic functionality of the suggested approach, two data sets are considered in the following. The first one was generated from log-file data provided by an online package tour operator, whereas the second data set refers to the offerings of an online shop for laptops. The first example was selected to illustrate the Poisson regression based modeling of the so-called Long Tail phenomenon: Nowadays, a substantial amount of the sales volume of many companies disperses over a wide range of products that partly only sell a few times each. Anderson called this phenomenon the "Long Tail" to refer to the shape of the respective sales distribution curve [1] . The phenomenon can be observed particularly in online markets. However, because of the individuality of holiday trips, optimal default packages interesting for a larger number of consumers are hard to determine. Therefore, additionally the laptop market is considered where vendors might tend to reduce the Long Tail effect in order to deal with the problem of high capital commitment due to the provision of large numbers of alternative product components or features.
Consumer Preferences for Online Package Tour Options
The basic purpose of the first study is to show how aggregate preferences can be estimated from product, or in this case, service configuration data and, as mentioned above, how a Poisson distribution can be used to represent the Long Tail phenomenon. The data set includes 3,561 tour bookings that were taken in 2004 and 2005. Each booking is represented by ten attributes featuring different numbers of levels (see Table 1 for details).
If the shares of products showing 1, 2, 3, and so on, online bookings are plotted, the typical Long Tail structure results. Figure 1 shows both the observed shares (indicated by squares) and the approximation (indicated by asterisks) by fitting a Poisson distribution to the data (curve interpolation was used for illustration purposes only).
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Obviously, most product profiles have booking frequencies lower than 5, the typical consequence of individual product, or rather tour, customization.
Applying the Poisson regression model suggested in subsection 3.1 to the data at hand provides the parameters depicted in Figure 2 . A similar representation of parameter estimates was already used by [11] for illustrating aggregate preferences patterns. The present bar chart results from the purchases of 430 different travel or product profiles. In order to facilitate interpretations, the parameters have been normalized such that the values belonging to one attribute add up to 0 in each case. Wald tests (with 0.05 p = ) indicate that for each attribute, at least two levels are significantly related to booking frequency. Thus, each of the ten attributes explicitly contributes to the explanation of the observed frequencies. As seen in Figure 2 , the attribute "accommodation" is strongly related to the booking frequency. The fact that particularly double rooms and apartments obviously meet consumers' preferences (indicated by the positive bars pointing to the right) is less astonishing when taking into account that the online travel agency considered here primarily offers holiday packages for families and couples who typically prefer these accommodation options. Single rooms, on the other hand, are rather an option for business travelers. But these travelers rarely book their business trips via package tour operators like the one considered in this study. So, the distinctive negative parameter is very plausible.
The fact that lower hotel categories (up to three stars) are seemingly favored over higher categories (four or five stars) may be due to the last-minute nature of parts of the package tour offerings. The parameters belonging to attribute "distance to downtown" tell us that the option of staying in an urban area (distance less than 1 km) has a positive influence on the booking frequency. The two middle options (1-3 km and 4-6 km) are less favored, while a positive effect also results from the attribute level "> 6 km". This quite remarkable pattern can be explained to a certain degree by the fact that entertainment-oriented tourists opt for the closeness of a pulsating city and night life, whereas those tourists who are interested in tranquil recreation prefer the hinterland.
The plausibility of the regression results also finds its expression in the parameters that have been estimated for the attribute "length of stay". Here, the clear preference for a medium length of the vacation trip is consistent with the fact that package tours are often considered for annual holidays. A coherent structure also exists for the attribute
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"climate", where the moderate way of enjoying holidays in the warmth is preferred. Analogous interpretations are also possible for the remaining attributes, but have to be left to the reader for lack of space. Table 2 . The right-hand column shows a concrete package tour that would fit the profile given in column 2 ("level"). According to the model at hand, this option would imply 8.8 bookings in the sample considered, which significantly tops the observed average booking frequency of 4.05, and therefore constitutes an offer that could be worth considering as a default. In order to avoid misinterpretation, it has to be mentioned that the selected example "Tuscany" only serves as an illustration of a short flight distance. The specific touristic features of Tuscany (or any other destination) are not included in the data used for model calibration and therefore have to be excluded from interpretation. Meaningful preference measurements on such a differentiated level are not possible when limiting the data generation process to attributes with a manageable number of levels.
Default Optimization in the Laptop Market
The second example refers to the laptop computer market, where product customization has gained increasing importance, as can be seen from the relevant activities of companies like Dell TM and Toshiba
TM
. As already mentioned in Section 1, more and more vendors also provide decision support by offering pre-configured defaults. Against this background, the following example shows how optimal default laptops can be determined by considering consumer preferences as well as technological constraints and costs.
The data set used for illustration purposes includes 15 L = attributes with altogether 36 levels. Table 3 provides a structural description of the data. According to the configuration system that underlies our example, we excluded the screen size from consideration to ease the comparison of different configurations. Altogether, 1,517 K = different product profiles are considered in the following. The parameters used in the optimization process are depicted in Figure 3 . The abbreviations written in capital letters refer to the respective attribute (see Table 3 ), whereas L1, L2, and L3 refer to the related levels. The interpretation of the parameters is the same as with the package tour example. Once again, positive parameter values indicate positive preferences for the respective attribute levels and vice versa.
Furthermore, we assumed that the laptop vendor intends to offer 5 P = different default products satisfying consumer preferences measured by means of a Poisson regression. Because of the non-availability of the real costs of the relevant attribute levels (the crucial trade secret), we used plausible estimates based on the sale prices of the individual features taken from the product configurator.
Besides the methodological condition given by Equation 13 , the following five constraints are exemplarily formulated for demonstration purposes and are taken into account by the suggested penalty function approach:
1. The 1.8GHz/1024KB processor (CPU) will not be offered with a car adapter (CA).
2. At most, one of the following three attribute levels may be installed in a default laptop: a small video card (VC), a small processor (CPU) or a small hard drive (HD).
3. Default laptops that are configured without an operating system (OS) are only offered without MS Office software (MSO).
4. The resulting set of defaults has to cover each level of the attribute "operating system" (OS).
5. All five product defaults have to be unique with respect to their individual combination of attribute levels.
The mathematical equivalents of these constraints read as follows: 
By using the objective function given with Equation 9, the GA determines optimal or near optimal solutions for varying α . Figure 4 shows the profit (represented by The final question as to which of these solutions is the "adequate" one is still up to the product manager. Here, of course, further information such as the default assortment of important competitors, the image positioning of the vendor, and the desired degree of diversity, also play a crucial role. However, the GA helps to limit the number of different solutions that have to be checked "manually" to a manageable size. Table 4 exemplarily illustrates the optimal solution identified for 0.7 α = . The black bullets mark the respective attribute levels for the five default products. A closer consideration of the profiles shows that all constraints are taken into account. None of the profiles equals the "trivial" solution, which results when simply combining the attribute levels with highest parameter values. This, indeed, would maximize the user's benefit but may not necessarily fit the managerial intentions of the vendor. The table also shows that the required dissimilarity between the individual default laptops is realized by particularly focusing on the important attributes, namely CPU, HD, OS, and MSO. The less important attributes are predominantly kept constant across the defaults. Product profile № 2 can be labeled the "high-end default" providing the top features on most attributes, whereas default № 3 is a laptop with rudimentary features (e.g., without an operating system and thus without any MS Office software). The present defaults would generate 2,289 sales in total and a total profit of $854,268, which corresponds to an average unit profit of $373.2 (see Table 5 ).
Already, this comparatively small optimization problem including "only" 15 attributes implies about 27 7.24 10 ⋅ different possible solutions, or individuals in the GA terminology. This vividly shows the necessity of a powerful optimization technique like the one outlined in Section 3.3. Both a "manual" search of the optimal defaults and one by means of simple enumeration techniques would not be efficient, particularly when the number of constraints becomes large. 
Discussion
The empirical examples have shown that the new approach presented in this paper may yield useful insights in the preferences underlying consumer purchase decisions. As indicated by Figure 1 , the Poisson distribution is well suited to fit online configuration data, which can be easily extracted from log-files. The Poisson regression, in turn, facilitates the decomposition of aggregate consumer preferences reflected in online purchase patterns. The resulting parameter profiles, if convincing and comprehensible, enable vendors to understand (or at least confirm) the latent preferences of their customers. This allows producers to improve their new product development processes and vendors to align their (default) product assortments with respect to actual preference structures.
The principle of default optimization has been successfully outlined in the laptop computer example. Here, the GA identified those attribute profiles that maximize preselected criteria, namely the overall profit and dissimilarity of the set of default products. Of course, the objective function can easily be adapted to other targets by exchanging these criteria. Moreover, the stated constraints just served as an example to illustrate the flexibility of the proposed algorithm. By redefining the constraints and/or adequately modifying the integrated penalty function, the GA can be adapted to other market or managerial situations. To that effect, our approach is applicable to various conditions occurring in modern online stores.
However, it is noteworthy to remind that the GA is a heuristic approach, which does not deterministically find the global optimum but tries to identify the best or near-best solution evolutionarily. Thus, it is advisable to run it several times with different starting populations in order to overcome the problem of running into local optima instead of obtaining the global one.
Summary and Outlook
The present paper has introduced a new approach to determining aggregate consumer preferences by analyzing transaction data provided by web-based product configuration systems. The suggested Poisson regression model enables the estimation of part-worth utility-like parameters that can be used to assess the relative importance of product attributes and their levels. However, in contrast to widespread conjoint analysis, costly consumer surveys are not required. The practical potential of the regression model in a Long Tail setting was demonstrated using a data example from tourism. By combining the modeling idea with an elitist genetic algorithm, we furthermore suggested an efficient approach for preference-based default optimization. By systematically optimizing the defaults to be presented in an online configuration system, for laptops or automobiles, for example, the retailer or manufacturer can facilitate the consumer's decision process and simultaneously ensure the implementation of own managerial objectives. Because of the parsimony of the response model with respect to parameterization and the widely approved efficiency of genetic algorithms, the suggested approach should be applicable to product categories of high diversity, too.
Of course, the new approach is not without its shortcomings. A crucial aspect is the data itself. Because of the basic functionality of commercial product configuration systems, the data collected in this way only describe the purchase decision as it becomes evident regarding the own range of products. The competitive environment remains unconsidered. Moreover, consumer preferences for really new product features that are not yet available on the market cannot be measured. For the default optimization task discussed in this paper, this limitation is justifiable, particularly when taking into account the fact that the required web usage data are available without additional survey costs. Thus, we rather consider the proposed approach as a supplement than a substitute to the surveybased preference measurement approaches briefly discussed in Section 2.
Another issue is preference heterogeneity. An obvious and simple way of dealing with this aspect is to use additional click-through data or to combine the web data with observed characteristics of existing customers (e.g., from the shipping department) to identify segments of homogeneous preferences. Future research in this context should also be concentrated on techniques that explicitly allow an integrated modeling of customer heterogeneity: for example, latent class Poisson regression [41] or Negative Binomial regression [27] .
